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Cloud vertical structures over the Tibetan Plateau (TP) and Eastern China Plains (ECP) were analyzed by using data in rainy
seasons from 2006 to 2009, in order to clarify the cloud development over adjacent regions but with distinct topographies. Results
indicate that the largest occurrences of cloud top height over the TP are at 7-8 km above mean sea level, which is about 4 km lower
than that over the ECP. Mixed-phase clouds dominated more than 30% over the TP, while it is lower than 10% over the ECP.'e
infrequent mixed-phase clouds over the ECP are attributed to the unique dynamic and moisture situations over the downstream
areas of the TP. Ice clouds have similar occurrences over the two regions. 'e prominent distinctions are manifested by the
probability density of cloud thickness. 'e probability density of cloud thickness around 4–8 km is about 2% higher over the TP
than the ECP. However, there is almost no ice cloud thicker than 10 km over the TP, while it is about 1% over the ECP. Compared
with those over the ECP, every cloud layer within multilayered clouds is generally higher and thinner over the TP, which is closely
related to the elevated surface and the resulting thinner troposphere. 'e significant differences in cloud vertical structures
between the TP and the ECP present in this study emphasize that topographical characteristics and the resulting moisture and
circulation conditions have strong impacts on the cloud vertical structures.

1. Introduction

Clouds are very important to Earth’s climate system. One of
the most direct effects imposed by clouds is the modification
of the radiative fluxes both at the top of the atmosphere and
at the earth’s surface. 'is radiative effect is largely related to
the cloud vertical structure (CVS) [1–3]. Because the CVS
affects atmospheric circulation by determining the vertical
gradient of radiative heating or cooling [4–6], it is very
fundamental to accurately describe the geometrical prop-
erties like the cloud top height and the cloud layer thickness,
as well as the microphysical properties like cloud phase and
particle size under various cloud conditions. 'e effects of
CVS on atmospheric radiation and circulation have been
studied by a great number of numerical simulations [7]. 'e
parameterization of CVS in the models proved to be critical
for the performance of numerical simulations. Since the CVS

is highly variable with geographic locations [8, 9], knowledge
of the characteristics of CVS is very necessary on distinct
topographies such as the Tibetan Plateau (TP hereafter) and
the adjacent Eastern China Plains (ECP hereafter).

However, studies are very rare to examine CVS differ-
ences between the TP and the ECP for a long time because it
is difficult tomake routine observations in the plateau, which
leads to the lack of available data. Before the application of
measurements of remote sensors onboard satellites, a few
studies have focused on the clouds over the TP mainly based
on the observations of the two Qinghai-Xizang Plateau
Meteorology Experiments carried out in 1979 and 1998,
respectively [10, 11]. Fortunately, a lot of remote sensing
data have been accumulated continually in recent years. 'e
measurements of clouds provided by the International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) almost
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cover the whole globe [12]. 'ese newly available mea-
surements have assembled a few features of the CVS over the
TP [13]. For instance, low-level clouds often cover the
southern slope of the TP [14]. A lot of deep stratus clouds
(primarily the nimbostratus and altostratus) locating on the
lee side of the TP during winter and spring are generated and
maintained by the frictional and blocking effects [15]. On the
contrary, a lot of medium stratiform clouds locating at the
eastern TP in cold seasons result from the dynamic effect of
the plateau [16]. Although the strongest convection occurs
over the Asian monsoon region to the south of the TP, the
convective clouds over the TP are shallower and less fre-
quent, and embedded in small-size convective systems [17],
and the DCSs over the TP were both weaker and smaller
than those over its south slope [18]. Moreover, Precipitation
Radar (PR) observations from the Tropical Rainfall Mea-
suring Mission (TRMM) satellite have been analyzed to
compare the precipitation type and structure characteristics
over the TP and East Asia, implying a large amount of clouds
over the TP are weak convective ones [19]. In addition, Yan
et al. indicated that the topography-induced compression
effect is also shown in the range in the variation of cloud
thickness and cloud top height corresponding to different
precipitation intensity, which is much smaller over the TP
than its neighboring regions [20]. Zhao et al. have indicated
that the convection over the Naqu region in the TP could
impact rainstorms in the middle and lower reaches of the
Yangtze River Basin via a three-dimensional water vapor
flux vortex structure [21]. 'ese studies have advanced the
knowledge of the differences in CVS over the TP and its
surrounding regions.

Nevertheless, Li et al. have pointed out that there is a
large underestimation of low-level clouds and over-
estimation of middle-level clouds over the TP in both ISCCP
D2 and the MODIS/Terra cloud products [22]. In addition,
the measurements of the PR onboard TRMM satellite, de-
termined mainly by large precipitation-sized hydrometeors,
cannot be directly used to depict the vertical structures of
clouds. 'is dilemma has been changed since the CloudSat
and CALIPSO satellites were launched and began collecting
data routinely [23]. 'e CPR on CloudSat operates at
94GHz and directly probes optically thick cloud layers along
the satellite orbit [8]. 'e Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Or-
thogonal Polarization (Lidar) on CALIPSO has the unique
ability to sense optically thin cloud layers. By combining the
two complementary measurements from the two sensors,
the merged products are generated by CloudSat Project,
which is expected to produce a complete picture of the
occurrences of clouds and aerosols in the atmosphere
[24, 25]. Sun et al. has used the CloudSat data to analyze the
CVS associated with northward advance of the East Asian
summer monsoon [26]. Luo et al. has used the joint
CloudSat/CALIPSO data to compare deep convective clouds
over the TP and Asian monsoon regions, confirming sig-
nificant differences in the deep convective cloud structures
between the two regions [17]. Chen et al. have found that
convective clouds over the TP are thinner than those over
east China, and the lifetimes of the deep cloud systems over
the TP are shorter than those over east China [27]. In this

study, we focused on the TP and the ECP to investigate their
characteristic CVS. Rather than the deep convective clouds,
which constituted only a tiny part of the total amount of
clouds (about 1%), all cloud types over both the TP and the
ECP in rainy season (from May to August) are analyzed.

2. Data and Methods

In this study, cloud information available in the joint
CloudSat/CALIPSO product 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR [24, 28]
was used. 'e 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR combined CloudSat
CPR and CALIPSO Lidar cloud mask data, containing the
cloud top heights and cloud base heights (above sea level) of
up to 5 layers at the CloudSat horizontal resolution of
∼1.1 km (across and along track). 'e satellites orbit the
earth roughly 14.5 times per day and provide more than 460
000 profiles. During hundreds of days in rainy seasons in
year 2006–2009, the total profiles collected all over the globe
is more than 200 million. For each 1° × 1° grid in middle
latitudes, the average number of profiles is more than 3000.

'e data of cloud top height (CTH) were principally
used in this study.'e CTHwas defined as the distance from
sea level to the cloud top. Its value was from 0 to 25 km. 'e
occurrences of CTH were the probability of cloud tops were
detected at a certain range of height (every 500m here) in a
period of time [29, 30]. Furthermore, the occurrences of
CTH for each rainy season in years 2006–2009 were selected
and then averaged for the designated areas (e.g., the TP and
the ECP) or for each 1° × 1° grid box to get a higher hori-
zontal resolution.

Regions defined in this study are highlighted with
polylines in Figure 1. 'e TP is the area closed by polylines
within 28°–39°N and 70°–101°E; the ECP is the area closed by
polylines within 29°–37°N and 113°–120°E.

In addition, another CloudSat product called 2B-
GEOPROF was used in this study. 'e 2B-GEOPROF was
derived directly from the radar echo of the CPR [8]. It
presented a complete picture of cloud body and gave a direct
view of the different detection results of clouds between the
CPR and the Lidar (e.g., Figures 2(b) and 2(d)). 'emonthly
means from ECMWF Interim Reanalysis project [31] were
also used to illustrate the moisture condition, vertical ve-
locity, tropopause height, and temperature profiles over the
TP and the ECP in rainy seasons.

3. Comparing CVS with TP and ECP

3.1. Cloud Top. To catch a glimpse of the characteristics of
the CVS over the TP and the ECP, we took two tracks
numbered 01630 and 01578 as examples to present the
profiles of radar reflectivity factor and the cloud layers along
the tracks (Figure 2). 'e track numbered 01630 passed the
TP at UTC 07:35 on 18 Aug, 2006. 'e surface altitude
almost is 5 km above the footprints in the TP along the track.
A few isolating and small convective clouds were detected by
the CPR.'ey extended from the surface to the high altitude,
with the top height of about 13 km and the thickness of about
7 km. 'ere were still some cloud layers revealed by the
information of Lidar above the cloud top detected by the
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CPR. 'ese cloud layers were over 15 km in height but less
than 2 km in thickness. Detected by the Lidar but not the
CPR, they were likely to be tenuous. 'e track numbered
01578 passed the ECP at UTC 18:23 on 14 Aug, 2006. 'e
surface is flat and has an averaged altitude below 200m along
the track. 'ere was a deep convective cloud detected by the
CPR. It extended vertically from near the surface to about
17 km, with a thickness of more than 15 km and a horizontal
scale of about hundreds of kilometers. Surrounding the top
of the deep convective cloud, there was a large cloud anvil
detected by the Lidar. It is clear that there are different
characteristics in size and thickness of the convective clouds
over the TP and the ECP in rainy season. In addition,
Figure 2 also revealed two pieces of important information.
Firstly, a lot of tenuous clouds and anvils were omitted by the
CPR but detected by the Lidar, indicating the 2B-GEO-
PROF-LIDAR data combined from both the CPR and the
Lidar have the potential of providing a more complete
picture of the occurrences of clouds than the data from the
CPR only. Secondly, some high-level clouds and anvils
overlapped over the low-level clouds formed multilayered
clouds. Since more clouds were obtained from 2B-GEO-
PROF-LIDAR, it was used rather than 2B-GEOPROF to
analyze the detail CVS over the TP and the ECP in this study.

Cloud top height is the most intuitive parameter
reflecting the CVS. 'e vertical variation of the occurrences
of CTH is presented in Figure 3. 'e maximum of the
occurrences (about 6.5%) over the TP is at the height of
7.5 km. 'is height is slightly larger than the average top
height of low-level clouds reported in[25]. 'e reason is that
we defined only the core plateau as the TP (Figure 1), where
the average altitude of the surface is much higher. By added
with the higher elevation of surface, the average height of
cloud tops is higher too. 'e occurrences over the ECP are
large near the surface (about 3% at 1 km), but the globe
maximum (about 5%) is found at the height of 11.5 km,
which is 4 km higher than that of the TP.

To realize the horizontal distribution of the clouds over
the TP and the ECP, we averaged the occurrences of CTH
vertically for the range A and range B over the TP and the
ECP, respectively, where the most concentrated cloud tops
were found (Figure 3). 'e distribution of averaged oc-
currences of range A shows a good correspondence with
topography (Figure 1(a)). 'e occurrences are biggest in

the western part of the TP and decreases gradually from
west to east. It is clear that the great bigger occurrences over
the TP than its surrounding regions, indicating that the
topography conditions are the leading factor in affecting
the CTH over the TP. However, the distribution of aver-
aged occurrences of range B is not significantly related to
the topographies. It increases gradually from west to east
and peaks in the ECP and the offshore regions.'e different
characteristics in horizontal distribution of clouds suggest
that it is other one rather than topographies dominating the
CTH over the ECP.

Since the CTH is much different over the TP and the
ECP, the cross sections of the occurrences along longitude
and latitude were examined to get more detailed vertical
variation of it, as shown in Figure 4. 'e maximum oc-
currence in the vertical direction is located at the height of 7-
8 km. Although the upper boundary of CTH over the TP is
about 18 km, the occurrences of the CTH ranging from 10 to
18 km are very tiny. From the TP to the ECP, the upper
boundary of CTH descends slightly, but the height of the
maximum occurrence (HMO) increases greatly. 'e in-
creasing of the HMO is sharpest over the Sichuan Basin
located just on the east of the TP. It gets to the peak value
exceeding 12 km over the ECP. On the contrary, the oc-
currences of the CTH ranging from 3 to 10 km are very small
over the ECP. It is clearly found that the cloud top is elevated
from the TP to the ECP, although the surface elevation
continues to fall.

'e variation of CTH over the TP is also notable along
latitude. Most cloud top is above 15 km in the south of the
TP, which has intense convection in boreal summer. Al-
though the TP is adjacent to it, the most CTH over the TP is
only 6–8 km. Low CTH is the most important characteristic
of the TP’s clouds differing with that of its surrounding
regions and the ECP. Without big mountains disturbing the
boundary layer, the variation of CTH over the ECP is rather
monotonous. 'e HMO over the ECP descends gradually
with the increased latitude and always keeps over 10 km.

'e comparison of CTH over the TP and ECP shows that
the clouds is much lower (from sea level) over the TP than its
surrounding regions and the ECP, although they maintain
on the highly elevated surface. 'is is consistent with pre-
vious reports of the weaker deep convection and shallower
deep clouds over the TP [17, 18].
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Figure 1: Occurrence averaged vertically for (a) range A and (b) range B both ranges A and B are defined as in Figure 3. 'e left closed
region represents the TP, and the right closed region represents the ECP.
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3.2. CloudClassification. As emphasized by Li et al. [22], the
cloud classification should be modified over the TP. Ele-
vated by the surface mountains, the low-level clouds and
middle-level clouds over the TP are difficult to be dis-
tinguished as usual. A feasible scheme for classifying
clouds over the TP and the ECP is thus necessary. Wood
[32] had pointed out that the portion of the cloud profile
colder than − 20°C is deemed pure ice, and the portion of
the profile warmer than 0°C is considered pure liquid. We
also considered the cloud top temperature to be crucial in
classifying clouds, and thereby the climatologically av-
eraged temperature profiles over the TP and the ECP were
examined primarily (Figure 5). 'e temperature is slightly
lower over the TP than that over the ECP at the height of
below 10 km. 'e difference between them is about 2°C at
the height of 5 km and then decreases with height. We
treated the freezing level (the height of 0°C) as the bor-
derline separating warm clouds from mixed-phase clouds,
and the crystal level (the height of − 20°C) as the borderline
between the mixed-phase clouds and ice clouds. 'ere-
fore, the warm clouds, mixed-phase clouds, and ice clouds
over the TP are defined, respectively, as that whose top

heights are below 6.0 km, between 6.0 and 9.2 km, and
above 9.2 km, respectively. Accordingly, the cloud top
heights of the three cloud types over the ECP are below
5.5 km, between 5.5 and 9.0 km, and above 9.0 km,
respectively.

Figure 6 shows the horizontal distribution of occur-
rences for warm clouds, mixed-phase clouds, and ice clouds.
'e warm clouds are infrequent over the TP. Meanwhile, the
warm clouds have the largest occurrences just east to the TP
and show prevalence in the downstream of the TP. It clear
that the characteristics of downstream flows of plateau are
favorable for the development of warm clouds, which often
develop in stably stratified and weak turbulence low-level
atmosphere [17, 21]. 'e largest occurrences of mixed-phase
clouds are found to locate just over the TP, where it is more
than 30%. On the contrary, the mixed-phase clouds are
infrequent over the ECP. 'e occurrences of them are less
than 10% in a big area of the ECP. Compared to the warm
clouds and mixed-phase clouds, the ice clouds have the most
insignificant difference between the TP and the ECP. 'e
occurrences of ice clouds decrease gradually with increased
latitude over the both regions. It seems to be more closely
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Figure 2: Two cases of clouds over the TP (left panel) and ECP (right panel) detected by CPR and Lidar. (a) and (d): location of the tracks
(black solid line) over different elevation area (color shading); (b) and (e): radar reflectivity measured in dBZ (color shading) along the
tracks; and (c) and (f): vertical stratification of the clouds, L1 to L4 represent the separate cloud layers from bottom to top.
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related to its location of latitude rather than the topographies
of lower boundary.

We also examined the thicknesses of the warm clouds,
mixed-phase clouds, and ice clouds. Figure 7 shows the
probability density (PD) of the thicknesses of the three cloud
types individually. 'e warm clouds are generally thin, with
thickness hardly more than 3 km over the TP. However, the
thickness of some warm clouds over the ECP is large (up to
6 km), although their PD is small. Most mixed-phase clouds
over the TP are less than 3 km, while a large number of
mixed-phase clouds over the ECP are thicker than 5 km.'e
thickness of ice clouds is significantly different between the

two regions. 'e PD of cloud thickness around 4–8 km is
about 2% higher over the TP than that over ECP. However,
there is almost no ice cloud thicker than 10 km over the TP,
while it is about 1% over the ECP.

'e comparison of cloud classification and its thickness
reveals that there are two representative forms of cloud over
the TP, the one is mixed-phase cloud and the other is
medium-thickness ice cloud. On the contrary, there are two
representative forms of the cloud over the ECP too, the one
is low-level warm cloud, and the other is large-thickness ice
cloud. 'e reasons for the difference in the CVS between the
TP and the ECP are discussed in Section 4.
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Figure 3: 'e regionally averaged occurrence of CTH over the TP and the ECP.
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3.3. Multilayered Clouds. In addition to top height and
classification, vertical stratification of the clouds is also an
important property of the CVS. 'e measurements of
clouds as combined observed by the CPR and the Lidar
have an outstanding ability to identify more than one cloud
layer overlapped. It is easy to collect the information of the
number of cloud layers, top height, and base height of each
cloud layer for a given profile by using the 2B-GEOPROF-
LIDAR data. 'e statistic results of the occurrences of

single-layered clouds and multilayered clouds during rainy
seasons are presented in Table 1. Single-layered clouds are
the prominent type over both the TP (62%) and the ECP
(51%), two-layered clouds ranks second with a similar
percentages over the TP (21%) and over the ECP (20%), and
three-layered clouds are much less (only 3% over the TP
and 4% over the ECP). Since the clouds with four to five
layers are rare (less than 1%), they are not discussed in this
study.
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Figure 5: Vertical profiles of temperature.
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Figure 6: Occurrence distributions of (a) warm clouds, (b) mixed-phase clouds, and (c) ice clouds.
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Figure 8 shows the occurrences of single-layered clouds,
two-layered clouds, and three-layered clouds. 'e distri-
bution of single-layered clouds shows a good agreement with
the topographies of high land. Larger occurrences of single-
layered clouds are a significant characteristic of the TP,
especially over the western parts. 'e steady mechanical
lifting on the windward slope sustained by low-level westerly
flows is favorable for the forming of continuous shallow
clouds. Weak convections prevailing in the summer TP may
also play a role in it. 'e distribution of multilayered clouds,
both the two-layered clouds and three-layered clouds, does
not show a significant consistency with the topographies.
'e occurrences of multilayered clouds is depressive towards
high latitude. We found the largest occurrences of multi-
layered clouds to south of the TP, where the deep con-
vections are most frequent. As presented in Figure 2, deep
convective clouds generally cover a vast area and have a
bulky vertical extent as huge umbrellas, increasing the

probability of cloud layers to be overlapped. High cirrus
from residual deep convective clouds also has contribution
to the occurrences of multilayered clouds.

Figure 9 shows the mean top height of the cloud layer of
single-layered and multilayered clouds and its variance. 'e
single-layered clouds over the TP and the ECP are almost the
same in mean top height. But the mean top height of cloud
layers over the TP is higher than that over the ECP. Es-
pecially, this bias in top height is largest in the lowest cloud
layers and becomes smaller and smaller in the upper cloud
layers. On the contrary, the cloud layers over the TP are
thinner than that over the ECP, including both the single-
layered clouds and the multilayered clouds (Table 2).

4. Discussion

As mentioned in Section 3, mixed-phase clouds and me-
dium-thickness ice clouds are most representative over the
TP, while warm clouds and large-thickness ice clouds are
most representative over the ECP. We put forward that the
differences in the CVS are mainly attributed to the distinct
topographies and resulting moisture condition and atmo-
spheric circulation. During most of the year, the TP has the
highest rate of warming in the northern hemisphere. 'e
low-level warming sustains strong lifting to initiate the
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Figure 7: Probability density of thickness for (a) warm clouds, (b) mixed-phase clouds, and (c) ice clouds.

Table 1: Occurrence of multilayered clouds (%).

Region Clear sky Single-layered Two-layered 'ree-layered
TP 12.92 62.29 20.74 3.03
ECP 23.63 50.65 20.25 4.26
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convective motion. As shown in Figure 10, the TP has the
largest vertical velocity in the Eastern Asia between 30°N and
35°N. In addition, because the low-level air approaches
saturation nearest, it is favorable for the development of
convections and clouds formed within them. However, from

the increased depression of the dew point with height, it is
clearly found that the air becomes more and more un-
saturated in high levels. A dry environment is unfavorable
for deep convection because the entrainment of drier en-
vironmental air leads to stronger evaporative cooling and
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Figure 8: Occurrence distributions of (a) single-layered clouds, (b) two-layered clouds, and (c) three-layered clouds.
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Table 2: Average thickness of cloud layers of single-layered and multilayered clouds (km).

Region Single-layered
Two-layered 'ree-layered

FL SL FL SL TL
TP 3.24± 2.35 2.02± 1.62 2.13± 1.49 1.56± 1.22 1.56± 1.11 1.79± 1.18
ECP 3.84± 3.55 2.20± 2.32 2.37± 1.76 1.59± 1.76 1.59± 1.19 1.87± 1.27
Statistical results are expressed as mean± variance. 'e FL, SL, and TL mean the first, second, and third cloud layer from surface to upper.
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negative buoyancy so that the convections over the TP are
difficult in transit from shallow to deep. On the contrary, the
convection over the TP is usually small in size (Figure 2).
Because small-size clouds are more likely to be diluted by
mixing with dry air, they are not expected to have bulky
vertical extent.

Located downstream of the TP, the circulation of the
ECP is significantly influenced by the blocking and frictional
effects of big mountains. 'e downstream low-level con-
vergence sustains large-scale steady lifting, while the mid-
tropospheric westerly flows slowed down by the
mountainous surface generate downstream midlevel di-
vergence, resulting in the lifting is confined to the low
troposphere. Figure 10 shows that the downstream flows are
climatologically weak uplifting or sinking and are most
unsaturated in midlevels. 'is environment is unfavorable
for the generation and development of clouds in midlevels,
resulting in the smaller occurrences of mixed-phase clouds
over the ECP. But why large-thickness ice clouds have a
higher occurrence over the ECP than those over the TP?'is
could be explained in terms of the impacts of Asian mon-
soon. Deep convective clouds are the main source of large-
thickness ice clouds. Kuang and Bretherton [33] had put
forth that the development of deep convection depends on
the moisture content of the free troposphere. Under the
control of Asian summer monsoon, abundant water vapor is
converged over the ECP by the transportation of monsoon
flows, making shallow convections rapidly develop into deep
ones after moisture is added [34]. Strong synoptic-scale
systems occurs frequently over the ECP in summertime, and
the deep convections associated with them are much larger
in size than that over the TP. Large-size clouds shield them
from deleterious effects of environment to maintain the

buoyancy of saturated updrafts. In addition, the increased
saturation level with height of environment air is more
favorable compared with that of the TP for maintaining and
enhancing the deep convection too (Figure 10).

5. Conclusion

'e CVS that is important in the atmospheric radiation was
examined over two designated regions, the TP and the ECP,
by using the 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR data. Based on the case
analysis and statistic calculation of the clouds during rainy
season in 2006–2009, the characteristics of cloud top height,
cloud type, cloud thickness, and the number of vertical cloud
layers were revealed. Many distinct cloud features between
the TP and the ECP were clarified.

Without the influence of topographies on clouds, the
analysis of clouds over the ECP was documented and
regarded as a reference. Over the ECP, the maximum oc-
currence of CTH is found to be 5.1% occurring at 11.5 km.
'is height is above the crystal level so that the ice clouds are
the predominant cloud type. A lot of ice clouds have
thickness more than 10 km. Mixed-phase clouds are another
type that has lower cloud top height between the crystal level
and the freezing level. 'ey are infrequent over the ECP.
Warm clouds have no occurrences as large as the ice clouds.
'ey are lower top and shallow extent, prevailing down-
stream of the TP. From the statistical results of multiply
layers of clouds, it is found that single-layered clouds are
dominant with an averaged occurrence of more than 50%,
although a rather remarkable percentage of clouds have
more than one vertical cloud layer. 'e percentage of
multilayered clouds decreases sharply with the increased
number of their vertical cloud layers.
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Figure 10: Cross sections of depression of the dew point and vertical velocity along longitude (a) averaged between 30°N and 35°N and
latitude (b) averaged between 80°E and 95°E and (c) averaged between 110°E and 120°E. A scale of vertical velocity is shown on the lower-
right of the figure, and its units is Pa/s. 'e thick dashed line represents dynamic tropopause.
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As is well known, the main body of the TP is the highest
region on the earth.'emost notable difference of CVS with
that over the ECP is the height of maximum occurrence of
CTH. It is found to be 6.6% at 7.5 km, which is 4 km lower
than that of the ECP. 'e height of maximum occurrence is
below the crystal level but above the ice level. 'erefore,
mixed-phase clouds rather than ice clouds become the
predominant type. Mixed-phase clouds over the TP are
usually thinner than 5 km. 'e PD of cloud thickness
manifests the prominent distinctions of ice clouds between
the TP and the ECP. 'e PD of cloud thickness is about 2%
higher over the TP around 4–8 km but extremely lower
exceeding 10 km, while it is about 1% over the ECP.
Moreover, the cloud layers of multilayered clouds are higher
and thinner over the TP than over the ECP.

'ese distinct features in the CVS over the TP and the
ECP are closely related to the atmospheric environment
affected by topographies. Initiated by low-level warming,
convective activities are frequent over the TP. But the
convections are difficult to transit from shallow to deep due
to the rapidly diminished moisture with height. Shallow
convections prevailing over the TP increase the PD of
mixed-phase clouds and ice clouds with medium thickness.
Located downstream of the TP, the lifting over the ECP is
climatologically confined to the lower troposphere, leading
to the less of mixed-phase clouds. On the contrary, the ECP
is under the control of Asian monsoon, which has routinely
intense synoptic-scale cyclone activities in summer. Deep
convections and strong precipitations usually occur asso-
ciated with the development of synoptic-scale systems,
resulting in the increased probability of ice clouds that
consist of deep convective clouds and high cirrus from their
residual.

Based on the analysis of properties of the CVS, an ex-
tended knowledge of the clouds over the plateau and the
plains was presented. 'ese detailed characteristics of the
CVS present a close linkage of it and the circulation envi-
ronment on different topographies. 'ese results are critical
in understanding the impacts of topographies on the climate
and may be necessary for the parameterization of clouds in
numerical models.
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